NORMALATOR:
BRINGING ORDER
FROM CHAOS WITH
DATA NORMALISATION
Segmentation, lead scoring and personalisation are all essential aims of any successful demand
generation campaign after all, relevancy drives conversion drives revenue. To help Marketers
improve campaign conversion and customer engagement and to turn data into something that’s
quite useful, we created normalator.
Let’s face it, asking potential buyers for detailed information on their requirements on a contact form can
in most cases be a real challenge. Most prospects are willing to provide company information and job title
and it often ends here. Yet these two simple fields offer a rich honey pot of goodness for marketers to use
to personalise content yet so often it’s too hard to segment as these fields are often presented as free text
in forms and can vary significantly across companies and industries.
Say hello to normalator, a super-fast and highly effective data normalisation software-as-a-service
solution that does all the heavy normalising lifting.

What Normalator can do for:

What Normalator can do for:

MARKETING

SALES

• Right message, Right person,
Right time campaigning.

• Automate the time intensive
tasks involving spreadsheets.

• Automated segmentation and
persona identification.

• Improve data consistency
and apply data standards
automatically.

• Improves marketing efficiency automating time intensive tasks.
• Improve segmentation and
persona accuracy.
• Map disparate terms across
platforms to create consistency.

• Automate your persona creation
and maintenance.
• Lead field level change
notification and history.

• Improve lead quality.
• Accurate persona identification.
• Better categorisation &
prioritization of leads.
• Improved targeting of accounts.
• Notification of lead/contact
changes over time.
• Quantifiable ROI and boosted
sales performance.
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normalator for Persona generation
For today’s modern marketers, especially in B2B, marketing by buyer-type or “persona”
is playing a crucial role in driving message relevancy and ultimately more conversion
and engagement. However, ensuring all job roles and functions are rolled-up to each
relevant persona data pot in an automated always-on way is problematic.

Normalator Services

normalator takes away the pain of attributing individuals to persona type by using
rules and patterns to categorise each form submission whilst predictive models can
be utilised on existing data. Persona maintenance thereafter is easy and re-modelling
is manageable.

normalator for data management
In a nutshell, normalator is capable of taking a field of free text and returning a fixed
value based on key word searches. These searches are developed within the system
via a series of rules. Searches are capable of being whole word matches, wild card
searches or even as advanced as using Regex. Using these rules marketers can:
•
•
•
•
•

Standardise free text fields such as Job Title and Country into categories directly
from web forms.
Normalise existing prospect lists.
Create ‘Personas’ using rules and logic decisions.
Inject enhanced personalisation into campaigns to improve conversation and
engagement.
Improve lead scoring using normalised values.

Adding normalator into your marketing arsenal will help you make sense of your data and greatly increase effectiveness across
your campaigns and scoring programs.
For details on CRM Technologies’ wider data management capabilities please visit our website and read our case studies on how
we helped Intel Security integrate vast volumes of data and embark on an ambitious marketing automation campaign as well as
The Foundry for data cleansing and the creation of a single customer view.

About CRMT
CRMT is a Marketing Operations consultancy – a hybrid agency combining best-practice consulting, system integration and digital
campaign services that’s metric-driven, process-minded and very tech-savvy. We sit plumb between marketing, sales and IT and work
with business leaders to maximise the investments they’ve already made in people and technology to drive marketing effectiveness
and efficiency.

Want to know more? Contact us for further information.
Contact us today to request a demo or for further information at info@crmtechnologies.com or call +44 (0) 118 945 0030.
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